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a) documentation of the artefacts
b) proposal for the setup at the conference
c) research statement
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Preferably one or more of Harald Thys’ works. Images shown are 
from the 2017 exposition ELEGANTIA.

ELEGANTIA (cur. by Francesco Garutti), 2017. Milan Triennale, Milan, 
Italy
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Preferably one or more of Harald Thys’ works. Images shown are 
from the 2014 exposition Objects as Friends.

Objecten als Vrienden, 2014. Mu.ZEE, Ostend, Belgium
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One high quality print from one of the projects of our practice. Pos-
sibly accompanied by a plan or section of the same project.

Tower House, 2018. Hanne & Sam architecten
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Strategic displacement. Another one of Thys’ fantasies is to rebuild 
the Chancelery to the American desert. These two pencil drawings 
propose an exact placement and a first atmospheric interpretation 
of what could be.
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Three postcards for three empires. The top two are postcards from 
the 1937 Paris world expo.
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Speisesaal
8 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Vosstrasse
66 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Reichskabinetssaal
22 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Mosaiksaal
10 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Arbeitszimmer des Führers
5 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Marmorgalerie
17 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

Ehrenhof
9 Stücke

die Männer des Dritten Reiches

The Guardians of the Third Reich. Seven bays are repeated to make 
the 415-meter-long chancelery. Seperate from their strict alignment 
and repetion, they form figures that show resemblance to the 
humane face or body by proportion and symmetry. To be made in 
concrete or gypsum and floor mounted like Japanese daruma dolls.
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House and garage/exhibition space for Harald Thys. A debris-like 
result of working on the chancelery combined with the knowledge 
Thys has a fascination for cars. To be printed on scale 1:50.
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1. Work of Harald Thys, to be defined;
2. Photograph of house conversion by hanne & Sam architecten;
3. Proposal for the relocation of the Reich Chancellery;
4. Three postcards for three empires;
5. Floor mounted models of the Chancellery bays;
6. House design for Harald Thys.

Preferably set up in a seperate room, I would like to organise all 
elements in a circle. For the animism design strategy it seems logic 
to see both the artefacts and the participants on the same level. A 
minimum circle diameter of 4 meters seems necessary.

For the pictures, the plans and the drawings I would like to 
have different types of displays. For the moment I think of two 
architectural drawing tables and an easel. Ideally there are too 
much of these elements, so I can choose. Is it possible to have a 24h 
time to set up?
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Tuesday, August 20, 2019 

Dwelling, the Conversation Pieces 
Research statement for the artefact submission for the CA2RE 
conference, Ghent 

As a stage and framework, architecture is a well-developed 
medium for surrounding art. As a reference, visual art – by shape 
or the message it contains – serves architecture as an 
inspiration. There used to be a much bigger overlap between the 
two disciplines1. What can an architecture practice learn from art 
practices within its own act of space making? By juxtaposing 
interpretations of 'dwelling' by artists and architects, 
manifested through objects, I will try to map ways of conceiving 
on the architecture practice side of the scale. In what follows I 
will try to coin the design strategy ‘animism’. 

The PhD project Dwelling, the Conversation Pieces aims at staging a 
productive dialogue between two disciplines. The goal is to set up 
several exhibitions that produce conversation by selecting and 
making artefacts together with a carefully made selection of 
artists. The exhibitions are conceived as surroundings where 
different artefacts from the two disciplines together speak of a 
common interest. One emerging meaning that will unavoidably 
return is dwelling. Both the noun dwelling, the house as an object, 
and the verb dwelling, the act of residing, stopping and taking 
position, will be explored.  

For the CA2RE conference I will have a first attempt to such a 
surrounding, including artefacts that came out from a first 
collaboration. 

The art practice of Harald Thys, half of the artist duo de Gruyter & 
Thys, has a particular relation with the human condition. Since 
their first collaboration in 1987 the artists have made work 
exposing the bankruptcy of humanity2 using video, sculpture, 
drawing, sound, performance and installation. A returning method 
seems to be the depiction of human figures because recognizable 
faces and body postures are shown in different setups. Their 
materialisation of people has a scary outcome, all liveliness has 
disappeared: eyes stare pale into the distance, body parts are 

1 Quoting promotor Arnaud Hendrickx’ research proposal introductory text: “In his 
book […] Jean Leering gives us a comprehensive historical overview of the 
relationship between architecture and art. This shows us that traditionally both 
disciplines collaborated in serving a common goal. Architecture and art took a 
somewhat similar heteronomous stance in respect to its clients, which varied mainly 
from living and dead rulers to immortal gods.” Leering, J. (2001). Beeldarchitectuur 
en kunst: het samengaan van architectuur en beeldende kunst. Bussum: Thoth. 
2 Source: Biography text attached to the press release for Die schmutzigen Puppen 
von Pommern, 2014. Galerie Micheline Szwajcer, Antwerp, Belgium 
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often radically abstracted or elegant human movement is copied 
by woody robotics. In other work, when no human figures are used 
– everyday objects are put together so they express mutual
relations and thus provoke human-like characteristics.

Stepping away from an exact human figurative portrait has 
become a visual quality that returns in every medium and serves 
as an excellent position to question human behaviour. The dealing 
with the threshold of what is recognisable to the human eye as 
‘something human’ is a very specific design strategy that I would 
like to call animism3. The designed surrounding for the CA2RE 
Conference will be an examination for a more general approval for 
the term, as a complement to the thinking in alignment, symmetry, 
solid-and-void, constructive details, harmony (in material, colour 
or proportion) and other properties most architects are familiar 
with. 

When questioned for a personal fascination in the realm of 
architecture, one reference is very dear to Thys: The New Reich 
Chancellery extension architect Albert Speer designed and built for 
Adolf Hitler. The 415-meter-long building is a machine to impress 
whoever enters the building. Scale, symmetry, repetition and 
richness of materials are four architecturally familiar tools used to 
impose the power of the Third Reich. 

Thys’ fascination for fascism4 aligns well with the undercurrent of 
his work, the bankruptcy of humanity. People believing in their 
own supremacy while forcing others to suppression, are acting on 
the very limits of human power relations. The architecture of the 
Reich Chancellery, again, is the material translation of this power, 
disguised as classical architecture. 

When probing my own architectural practice, specialized in small 
scale (row-)house conversions, for the design strategy animism 
there are perhaps one or two lines to draw. Only post-rationalized, 
because none of these reflections were there when designing, I 
suspect a common interest in recognizability. In our projects there 
is always the urge to work towards a simple shape. Complex and 
shattered annexes are often demolished to make way for versions 
that relate to the main volume of the house. This helps us as 
designers to distil what matters and work towards a clear building 
logic. At the same time, it offers a meaningful abstraction to the 
client. I believe it helps the client to think of their home in an 

3 Animism: the philosophical or spiritual concept that objects, places and 
creatures all possess a distinct spiritual essence. In origin a pejorative term for 
addressing a primitive (dis-)understanding of material value. Source: Taylor, B. 
(2005). Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature. London & New York: Continuum 
4 I realise this is a complex subject and must admit that I have limited myself to 
the spatial representation of fascism and consciously excluded the study of the 
political and personal consequences. 
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iconographic way, to see their home as a whole, where the existing 
and the new form a new entity, afterwards indivisible. The use of 
recognizable shapes helps us to convince the client, since there is 
an elementary shape to refer to in the conversation. Much like the 
human characteristics in the work of Thys help them to articulate 
their story, the bankruptcy of humanity. 

Another parallel that focuses less on the formal outcome, is that in 
the process of designing my partner and I are more often than not 
treating projects as if they are representations of the clients 
themselves. As an expression of their (projected) habitual and 
material preferences and not in a figurative manner, of course. No 
other technique is as effective in growing affection for certain 
design decisions. 

One of our built projects will be used to counterbalance the 
presence of the human figures by Thys, creating an axis of meaning 
for both sides.  

The selection for the CA2RE conference further holds a possible 
relocation for the Reich Chancellery in the American desert, a 
postcard series of three empires, a design for a house and seven 
floor mounted elements, the Guards of the Reich Chancellery. 

I believe that by this selection of objects the design strategy of 
animism is on display, where recognisable human features work in 
service of art and architecture when transmitting messages. 
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